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ABSTRACT The overall steepness of pitwalls significantly influences the financial return of an open pit
mine. In current practice, pitwall profiles are planar in cross-section. In this paper, a new geotechnical software,
OptimalSlope, is employed to determine depth-varying optimal pitwall profiles for each slope sector of the
mine. OptimalSlope solves a mathematical optimization problem where the overall steepness of the pitwall is
maximized for the assigned stratigraphy, rock properties, and Factor of Safety (FoS). Bench geometries (bench
height, bench-face inclination, and minimum berm width) are incorporated into the optimization as constraints
that bind the maximum local inclination of the sought optimal profile together with any other constraint related
to any geological discontinuities that may influence slope failure. The optimal profiles are always steeper than
their planar counterparts—that is, the profile exhibiting the same FoS, generally up to 8 degrees, depending on
rock type and constraints. To showcase the financial gains that can be achieved via OptimalSlope, the design of
a gold mine in a complex geology dominated by weak rocks was initially carried out for planar pitwalls and
then for optimal pitwall profiles. The pit has been divided into five geotechnical sectors, each requiring
a different pitwall profile design. Adopting optimal slope profiles led to a 52.7% higher net present value and
reductions in the carbon footprint and energy consumption of 0.0613 million tonnes CO2 eq and 31.3 million
MJ, respectively, due to a 3.5% reduction of rock waste volume.
KEYWORDS Carbon footprint reduction, Net present value (NPV) optimization, Open-pit mine design,
Optimal pitwalls, OptimalSlope, Waste rock reduction

RÉSUMÉ La pente générale des parois de fosse influe considérablement sur le rendement financier d’une
mine à ciel ouvert. Dans la pratique actuelle, les profils de parois de fosse sont planaires en coupe transversale.
Dans cet article, un nouveau logiciel géotechnique, OptimalSlope, est utilisé pour déterminer des profils de
parois de fosse optimaux variant en profondeur pour chaque secteur de pente de la mine. OptimalSlope résout
un problème d’optimisation mathématique où la pente globale de la paroi est maximisée pour une stratigraphie
assignée, les propriétés de la roche et le facteur de sécurité (FoS, de l’anglais Factor of Safety). Géométries du
banc (hauteur du banc, inclinaison de la face du banc et largeur minimale de la berme) sont incorporées dans
l’optimisation en tant que contraintes qui lient l’inclinaison locale maximale du profil optimal recherché avec
toute autre contrainte liée à toute discontinuité géologique pouvant influencer la défaillance de la pente. Les
profils optimaux sont toujours plus raides que leurs homologues planaires, c’est-à-dire que le profil présente la
même FoS, généralement jusqu’à 8 degrés, selon le type de roche et les contraintes. Pour mettre en valeur les
gains financiers qui peuvent être réalisés via OptimalSlope, la conception d’une mine d’or dans une géologie
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complexe dominée par des roches faibles est d’abord réalisée pour les parois planes et, ensuite, pour des profils
de parois optimaux. La fosse a été divisée en cinq secteurs géotechniques, chacun nécessitant un profil de paroi
de fosse différent. L’adoption de profils de pente optimaux entraîne une augmentation de 52,7 % de la valeur
actuelle nette et une réduction de l’empreinte carbone et de la consommation d’énergie de 0,0613 million de
tonnes d’éq. CO2 et de 31,3 millions de MJ, respectivement, en raison d’une réduction de 3,5 % du volume de
déchets rocheux.
MOTS CLÉS Conception de mines à ciel ouvert, optimisation de la VAN, OptimalSlope, parois de fosse
optimales, réduction de l’empreinte carbone, réduction des stériles

INTRODUCTION
In open-pit mining, there is a clear trend of excavat
ing mines of increasing depths (Figure 1a). Owing to the
increased efficiency of mining equipment and improved
exploration techniques and technology, the ore bodies
left to be exploited are deeper (Figure 1b). The deeper
a mine is, the higher the effect of pitwall steepness on
the amount of waste rock to be excavated and, therefore,
mine profitability (Hustrulid, Kutcha & Martin, 2013).
Hence, designing pitwalls to be as steep as is feasible
has never been more important.
Also, there has been an increase in deep pits being
excavated in weak rock (Martin & Stacey, 2018). The
inclination of pitwalls excavated in weak rock tends to
be lower than for pitwalls excavated in competent rock.
This in turn implies that more waste rock will be produced,
so any gain in the overall slope angle (OSA) of pitwalls is
expected to be particularly significant for the profitability
of mines excavated in weak rocks.
Anecdotal evidence reported as far back as 1890 suggests
that a slope profile that is nonlinear in cross-section—that is,
the inclination varies with depth—is better than a linear
(planar) slope profile (Newman, 1890). In fact, Newman
observed that cuttings of a concave shape excavated in
homogeneous clay layers tended to be more stable than
planar ones with the same OSA, which in turn are more
stable than cuttings of a convex shape (Figure 2a). Many
decades later, Hoek and Bray in Chapter 12 of the second

edition of Rock Slope Engineering analyzed the stability of
some concave circular slopes in cross-section. Assuming the
slopes were to be excavated in homogeneous rock and using
the Mohr-Coulomb (M-C) failure criterion to characterize
rock strength, the authors found a higher stability number (a
dimensionless index capturing the mechanical stability of
a slope) for circular profiles than for their planar counterparts,
that is, the planar slopes with the same OSA that shared the
same toe and crest points.
The first systematic theoretical study on the mechanical
properties of concave slope profiles for geomaterials exhi
biting some cohesion, thus applicable to all rocks and
clayey soils, appeared in Utili and Nova (2007). In that
study, the superior stability of logarithmic spiral (logspiral) profiles, characterized by a radius of curvature
increasing with the depth of excavation (Figure 2b), was
systematically proven over their planar counterparts,
assuming the slopes to be uniform and with strength char
acterized by c and ϕ. By employing the limit analysis
upper bound method, Utili and Nova first systematically
determined the optimal log-spiral shape—the shape asso
ciated with the highest stability number for several pre
scribed OSAs—and then compared the optimal log-spiral
slopes to their planar counterparts. The authors showed
that, for any considered value of c and φ, log-spiral profiles
exhibit higher FoS than their planar counterparts, with the
highest gain for inclinations midway φ and the vertical line
(i.e., for OSA, π4 þ φ2 ).

Figure 1. (a) Increasing depth of open-pit mines over the years, after Brown (2004); (b) average depth of newly discovered ore deposits, after Randolph
(2011)
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Figure 2. Slopes of different shapes: (a) a concave, planar, and convex slope profile with the same overall slope angle; (b) cuttings excavated into
a uniform c - φ slope: log-spiral optimal profile (gray line) redrawn after Utili and Nova (2007), and optimal circular profile (black line) redrawn after
Vahedifard, Shahrokhabadi, and Leshchinsky (2016); (c) optimal profile partly concave and partly convex obtained by OptimalSlope for a uniform slope

Since then, other researchers (e.g., Jeldes, Drumm, &
Yoder,
2015;
Vahedifard,
Shahrokhabadi,
&
Leshchinsky, 2016; Vo & Russell, 2017) have indepen
dently investigated the stability of concave profiles exca
vated in a uniform c – φ geomaterial, employing
different methods—namely the slip-line method (Jeldes
et al., 2015), limit-equilibrium methods (Vahedifard et
al., 2016), and the finite-element method for the assess
ment of slope stability. They all reached the same con
clusion concerning the superior stability of nonlinear
concave profiles. However, a fundamental limitation of
these studies is the assumption of a specific shape, either
a circle (Vahedifard et al., 2016), which is a particular
case of a log-spiral with constant radius, or a log-spiral
(Utili & Nova, 2007) or a curve stemming from the slipline field theory and the associated characteristic equa
tions (Jeldes et al., 2015). Therefore, the shape claimed
to be optimal is that associated with the highest stability
number among curves belonging to a very restricted
family. Obviously, these profiles are instead suboptimal
and the shape of the truly optimal profile cannot be
inferred from the aforementioned studies. In fact, in
the case of a profile to be excavated in a uniform c φ geomaterial, the optimal shape calculated by
OptimalSlope (Utili, 2016) turns out to be partly con
cave and partly convex (Figure 2c) and is significantly
different from the purely concave shapes considered in
previous literature. Another perhaps even more impor
tant limitation of all the aforementioned methods is the
assumption of uniform slope, which prevents the appli
cation of these findings to real open-pit mines, which
typically involve complex lithologies and multiple rock

formations of different mechanical strengths and with
various geological discontinuities.
The OptimalSlope software exploits the fact that slope
failures occur either as a rotational mechanism (a planar
failure being a particular type of rotational failure with an
infinite radius of curvature) or mechanisms whose kine
matics is dictated by the presence of discontinuities (e.g.,
the interface between two rock layers, faults, joints, bed
dings). For a homogeneous slope in a c - φ geomaterial,
the limit analysis upper bound method allows one to find
the critical rotational mechanism by determining the mini
mum of an analytical objective function without requiring
any discretization of the slope into finite elements (Chen,
1975). The function is obtained by imposing the energy
balance between the external work done by the mass of the
candidate failure mechanism and the energy dissipated
along its failure surfaces. The equation has been extended
for use in finding the critical mechanism for piecewise
linear-slope profiles in a uniform layer and then to layered
slopes. Also, the formulation has been used with slopes in
rocks obeying the Generalized Hoek-Brown (G-H-B) fail
ure criterion including allowance for rock disturbance
(Hoek, Carranza-Torres & Corkum, 2002). The minimum
of the function stemming from the energy balance equa
tion, and therefore, the critical mechanism, is found by
OptimalSlope (Utili, 2016).
Since the G-H-B criterion was introduced, there has
been a growing consensus in the rock mechanics commu
nity that it is a more precise criterion than M-C to describe
the strength of rock masses. Nevertheless, for highly
weathered rocks and residual soils, the M-C criterion is
preferred (Martin & Stacey, 2018), so there are several
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cases of mines where the M-C criterion is employed to fit
the rock-strength data of some layers and the
G-H-B criterion is employed to fit the data of some other
layers. OptimalSlope can deal with these situations too—
some rock layers being characterized by the M-C criterion
and others by the G-H-B criterion—since the
G-H-B parameters of any layer are converted by
OptimalSlope into equivalent c - φ parameters, employing
the method of Renani and Martin (2019).
During the excavation of an open pit, several rock
formations of different strength are usually encountered.
OptimalSlope can find the optimal profile for any speci
fied lithological sequence (any number of layers can be
specified as input with each layer strength characterized
by either M-C or G-H-B parameters) without unduly
restricting the search to any predefined family of shapes.
The optimal slope profile is the solution to
a mathematical optimization problem wherein the OSA
of the slope—the inclination from slope crest to toe—is
maximized for an assigned stratigraphy, rock strength
properties, and a prescribed FoS. Geometric requirements
stemming from bench sizes (bench height, bench-face
inclination, and minimum berm width) are imposed as
constraints binding the maximum local inclination of the
sought optimal profile to any other geometric constraint,
for example, constraints to prevent the occurrence of
local failure mechanisms due to geological discontinu
ities such as faults and joints (see Methodology).
In the next section of the paper, we describe the case
study used to demonstrate the financial and environmental
benefits stemming from the adoption of optimal profiles
for mine pitwalls. Then, we illustrate the methodology
employed and follow on with results and conclusions.
The Methodology section illustrates how the proprietary
code OptimalSlope (OptimalSlope, 2021) works and inter
acts with the mining software package (Datamine Studio
NPVS) employed to perform the strategic pit optimization.

CASE STUDY
The gold deposit employed in this study is provided by
Kinross Gold Corporation. Because of a nondisclosure agree
ment, the name and location of the deposit cannot be revealed.
All the parameters needed to perform the pit design were
provided by Kinross, except the bench discounting index, the
incremental mining cost per bench, the initial capital cost, and
the processing capacity, which were estimated for the purpose
of this study. The mine is already under development; there
fore, the starting topography is bowl shaped. The design
reported here relates to further development of the mine.
The design of pitwalls in open-pit mines involves
multidisciplinary team of geologists, geotechnical engi
neers, and mining engineers (Randolph, 2011). The
design process requires iterative steps alternating
between the teams (Stewart, Hawley, Rose, &

Gilmore, 2004). Typically, several boreholes are drilled
as part of a site investigation, and laboratory tests are
performed on the core samples to characterize the
mechanical strength of the geomaterials encountered
and the main stratigraphic layers. Then, a preliminary
simplified design is generated, and a pit crest contour is
drawn. The pit is then split into sectors to design the
pitwalls (Stewart et al., 2004). It is wise to choose
sectors having fairly constant lithologies so that
a representative 2D cross-section can be determined
for each sector. Successively, for each cross-section,
a pitwall profile needs to be designed to maximize the
steepness of the pitwall while ensuring a prescribed
Factor of Safety (FoS) against slope failure.
The mine sectors were determined on the basis of the
lithological units and rock geotechnical properties.
Initially, we performed a preliminary pit optimization
with Datamine Studio NPVS to determine the possible
location of the ultimate pit limit (UPL; Figure 3a). Then,
we selected seven “primary cross-sections” equally spaced
around the crest of the preliminary UPL. For each primary
cross-section, we determined two secondary crosssections, parallel to the primary one and at 300 m distance
(Figure 3a). Successively, we plotted all 21 geotechnical
cross-sections (Figure 3b) and analyzed them for simila
rities. From the analysis, we identified five main represen
tative cross-sections (W1 primary, E2 primary, SE1
primary, S1 primary, SW1 primary) to be employed for
pitwall design. Finally, we divided the block model into
five sectors defined on the basis of spatial extent wherein
each of the five cross-sections is representative of the mine
lithology (Figure 4). The procedure followed to design the
pitwall profile for each mine sector is described below.
The geotechnical parameters, mechanical strength, and
unit weight for all lithologies are reported in Table 1. The
economic parameters, metallurgical recovery values, and
discount rate are listed in Table 2. Note that a gold price
was assumed specifically for this study based on the
authors’ best judgment, and the price is not reflective in
any way of Kinross guidelines nor market policy. With
regard to capital costs, here we account only for the costs
to perform the mine expansion considered (Table 3).

METHODOLOGY
The iterative procedure we followed to calculate the
UPL is illustrated in Figure 5. The procedure is the same
irrespective of the shape of the pitwall profile adopted—
that is, whether a planar or an optimal profile. At the
beginning, an initial reference pit depth (HUPL,0) was
assumed to be equal to the depth of the ore body from
the surface. Note that the presence of five pit sectors
implies five different values of pitwall heights, one for
each sector. However, the mine is a single pit with a single
bottom (Figure 4), so there is only one independent height
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Figure 3. (a) Plan view of the premining topography of the block model, reporting the primary (dashed pink line) and secondary (dashed-dotted green line)
cross-sections and the ultimate pit limit (continuous black line); (b) 2D view of all the cross-sections reporting their lithology
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Figure 4. 3D view of the pit sectors. The ultimate pit limit (UPL) crest boundary is denoted by the color of closed curves (design with planar pitwalls in
blue, design with optimal pitwalls in red) and the UPL bottom boundary, by the closed curve in white; each primary cross-section is denoted by
a straight black line

Table 1. Rock strength parameters and rock codes
Rock/soil code
91

c [kPa]
80

Table 3. Breakdown of the capital costs considered
γ [kN/m3]
24.4

Φ [deg]
40

Area
Mining

Cost [million USD]
12

82

59.9

17

18.1

On-site development

56

144.5

24.2

23.6

Ore crushing and handling

52

395.3

46.4

25.9

Process plant

20

51A

164.7

23.4

23.6

On-site infrastructure

21

51B

336.7

41.5

23.6

Off-site infrastructure

0

44

510.7

36.2

25.9

Tailings

10

0

38

18.9

Indirect costs

38

Owner’s cost

15

Reclamation
TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS

1
6

1

0
115

Table 2. Economic parameters and metallurgical recovery
Gold price [USD/oz]
Selling cost
Reference mining cost [USD/ton]

1850
Included in gold price
assumption
1.9

Processing cost [USD/ton]

5

Metallurgical recovery [%]

70

Bench discounting [%]
Incremental mining cost per bench [USD/
tonnes/bench]

1
0.02

Annual discounting [%]

8

Processing capacity [Mt/year]

5

to be established. Therefore, we defined HUPL,0 as
a reference height identifying the position of the pit bot
tom with respect to a reference point of the crest, and the
pitwall height of each sector was calculated from HUPL,0.
Subsequently, we calculated the pitwall profile for each

sector for the specified height. For the case of planar
pitwalls, this was done by finding the maximum OSA
compatible with the target FoS by trial and error (with
the FoS of each trial profile calculated using the program
Slide2; Rocscience, 2020). For optimal pitwalls, we used
OptimalSlope (see Optimal pitwall design section). Then
we assigned the calculated pitwall profiles together with
the relevant economic and metallurgical data for the mine
as an input into the pit optimizer (Datamine Studio NPVS)
and ran it to produce the UPL and the pushbacks (the steps
are described in the Pit optimization section). The proce
dure followed to integrate OptimalSlope with Datamine is
detailed in Figure 6. The UPL depth obtained as an output
of the strategic pit optimization, HUPL,1, was compared to
the one prescribed as input in the slope-design process,
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a)

b)

Figure 5. Pit-design process: (a) flow chart illustrating the iterative process used to determine the ultimate pit limit (UPL) and pushbacks. Note that the
process is the same irrespective of the shape of the adopted pitwall profiles. (b) Slope (pitwall) height versus overall slope angle for different FoS values
and profile shapes (planar profiles in orange and optimal profiles in blue). Note the curves were derived for the specific geotechnical parameters of the
case study mine. A different set of strength parameters would produce different curves; however, the qualitative trend of the curves is valid irrespective
of the rock strength values

HUPL,0. If it turned out to be different, a second iteration
would need to be performed with HUPL,1 to be used as
input for a second slope-design process followed by
a second run of the pit optimizer. However, no iteration
was necessary. The values of the pitwall height for each
sector are reported in Table 4.

Optimal pitwall design
In the design of pitwalls, we followed the standard
practice of starting with the design of benches and then
moved to the overall pitwall profiles (Lorig, Read &
Stacey, 2009; Kliche, 2011). The height of the benches
adopted for the whole mine is 12.192 m (equal to 40 feet
since the block model units are imperial). We computed
the minimum berm width, bw, using the equation proposed
by Call (1992) derived from the modified Ritchie’s criteria,
which has been demonstrated to be effective in field tests
in several benched mine slopes (Ryan & Pryor, 2001):

bw ½m� ¼ 4:5½m�þ0:2�Hbench

(1)

Note that containment of fragments generated by bench
excavation and local wedge failure are not necessarily
captured by the modified Ritchie formula and may dictate
larger bw values. Also, rockfall modeling by bespoke soft
ware packages is increasingly performed by mining practi
tioners, and this may in some cases dictate bw values
different from the Ritchie formula.
The maximum inclination of each bench-face angle was
provided by Kinross, who ran the bench-stability analysis.
We then verified the FoS (in this case FoS ≥ 1.0; Table 5) by
the Morgenstern-Price limit equilibrium method (LEM)
using Slide2 (Rocscience, 2020).
Then we computed the geotechnically optimal slope
profiles for the cross-sections of the mine (Figure 3)
using the proprietary software OptimalSlope (Utili,
2016). OptimalSlope requires bench height, bench-face
inclination, minimum berm width, and road width as
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I nput fr om Opt i m al Sl op e:
• Opt imal slope profile;
• Est ablishment of t he angular zones based on t he
αi .

G EN ER A L M I N I N G SOF T W A R E
D at am i ne
St udio OP
Implement at ion
of t he “ zone numbers” int o t he
block model via
JavaScript / Pyt hon
script

I nput :
Block model

Out put :
Block model wit h addit ional
at t ribut e “ zone numbers”
P I T OP T I M I ZER
St udio NPVS
“ Import dat a” t ask
I nput :
• Economical paramet ers;
• α i values (input fr om
Opt i m al Sl op e);
• T ime cost ;
• Mine and processing
met hod limit ;
• Scheduling paramet ers.

“ Ult imat e
pit ” t ask
“ Economic
model” t ask

“ Pushback” t ask

“ Scheduler” t ask

Out put :
• Pit geomet ry (H U P L ,
pit shell geomet ry);
• Economic indicat ors.

Figure 6. Flow chart illustrating how OptimalSlope interacts with Datamine to perform a pit optimization. From top to bottom: (1) OptimalSlope
produces the optimal slope profile for the ultimate pit limit (UPL) of each sector of the pit; (2) the profiles are prescribed for each pit sector in the block
model in the standard way by specifying an inclination, αi, for the row(s) of blocks lying within each segment of the profile of constant inclination (note
that there is more than one way slopes can be specified; we chose to do it by an additional block model attribute and grouping blocks in zones since for
all the blocks exhibiting the same inclination, so belonging to the same zone, the angle can be assigned with one instruction only); and (3) the pit
optimizer is run as usual to determine the UPL and pushbacks. In the PIT OPTIMIZER red box we report the names of the tasks used to specify the
input data and run the pit optimization

Table 4. Results of the pit-design process
E2

SE1

SW1

HUPL
[m]

OSA
[deg]

HUPL
[m]

OSA
[deg]

170.7

32.7

158.5

34.6

S1

HUPL OSA HUPL
[m]
[deg]
[m]
Planar pitwalls
207.3

34.4

158.5

W1
OSA
[deg]

HUPL
[m]

OSA
[deg]

44.7

97.5

27

44.7

97.5

30.8

Optimal pitwalls
170.7

34.1

158.5

38.6

207.3

40.1

158.5

input from the user (Figure 7) since these geometric data
will act as constraints in the search for the optimal profile.
A detailed explanation of how OptimalSlope works and
more background on slope shape optimization can be
found in Utili et al. (2021). A brief summary is given
below.
Any pitwall profile is defined in OptimalSlope by a discrete
set of points in the vertical plane, see the (xi, zi) coordinates in
Figure 8, where xi are unknown variables to be determined, and
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Table 5. Acceptability criteria for Factor of Safety
FoSmin,bench

1.0

FoSmin,UPL

1.2

Zi are values specified according to the bench-height
(Δz = bench height) input by the user. The search for the
optimal profile is constrained to feasible profiles (which lie
within the red and blue bounds of Figure 8). A profile is feasible
if xzii zxii 11 � tan αi max for every i. That is, the inclination of each
segment of the profile is capped to αimax. The αimax values are
determined by the code before the optimization algorithm is
called on the basis of bench height, bench-face inclination, and
minimum berm width provided by the user. In case a ramp
needs to be included as part of the pitwall profile, a lower αimax
value is imposed for the profile segment corresponding to the
vertical position of the ramp.
The optimal pitwall profile is defined as the overall
steepest safe profile, that is, OSA = OSAmax, with OSA

9

being the inclination over the horizontal line joining the
pitwall toe to the crest (Figure 8). OSAmax is determined
by OptimalSlope iteratively. The FoSi associated with the
optimal profile found at the i-th iteration is then compared
to the target FoStarget: if it is higher, a steeper OSA is
prescribed at the next iteration and vice versa; if it is
lower, a flatter OSA is prescribed. The termination criter
ion is specified in terms of the percentage difference
between FoStarget and FoSi. For the pitwalls of the case
study, a less than 1% difference was reached with three
iterations.
In case of a homogeneous slope—a single uniform
rock/soil layer—the optimal profile shape is found by the
main algorithm for a prescribed input OSA as the profile
associated with the largest stability factor defined as Ns ¼
γH
γH
c in the case of the M-C criterion or Ns ¼ σci in the case
of the G-H-B criterion. Ns is a well known single scalar
parameter that was introduced by Taylor (1937, 1948) in
drawing dimensionless stability charts and is the appropri
ate metric for comparing the performance of different

Figure 7. OptimalSlope (OptimalSlope, 2021) data input screen
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ensures the Ns calculated for each mechanism considered
is a true reflection of the mechanism stability factor
(Figure 9). Crucially, to determine the stability factor of
any candidate profile shape, all the possible failure
mechanisms are considered by OptimalSlope, including
any failure surface daylighting everywhere above the
slope toe (Figure 9).

Pit optimization

Figure 8. A generic candidate slope profile. The toe of the profile is at the
axes origin (x0, y0), and point C is the slope crest. A uniform discretiza
tion along the z direction is adopted. The red and blue lines enclose the
region where the profiles are sought. The profile is discretized in n Δz
intervals so there are n-1 unknowns to be determined: x1, x2, . . . xn-1. In
the context of open-pit mines, a good choice of Δz is to assume Δz is
equal to the bench height; OSA: overall slope angle

To assign the pitwall profiles in Datamine Studio
NPVS, we split the block model into “slope regions”
(according to the Studio NPVS terminology) and assigned
a slope angle to each “region.” Then, to compute the UPL
and pushbacks, we ran Studio NPVS to produce the net
present value (NPV) curve and the pit-by-pit graph (see
Figure 16). Next, we selected the pit corresponding to the
highest point of the NPV curve as the UPL (see Figure 16),
and we generated a schedule for an initial set of push
backs, chosen in correspondence with sharp increases
exhibited by the NPV curve. Then, to maximize the
NPV, we recomputed the schedule a few times, exploring
the choice of different pit shells as pushbacks near to the
ones initially selected. Finally, having found the combina
tion of pushbacks that maximizes the NPV of the UPL, we
plotted the annual scheduled ore production (see
Figure 17).

RESULTS
The OSAs and the UPL height resulting from the pitdesign process are reported in Table 4. Note that the low
OSA for sector W1 and the corresponding high FoS are
due to the presence of gold mineralization that follows
stratigraphy at around 30-degree inclination, thus
a pitwall inclination lower than the maximum allowed by
the rock strength is obtained as a result of the pit optimiza
tion run by Studio NPVS.
Figure 9. Illustration of the failure mechanisms considered by
OptimalSlope for a generic candidate profile in a layered slope with
layers of different strength

slope profiles (OptimalSlope, 2021). In case of a layered
(nonhomogeneous) slope, OptimalSlope determines the
optimal profile as the profile associated with the maximum
of an equivalent Ns which is calculated as a physically
based weighted average of the γ, H, c, or σci parameters of
all the slope, layers. Note that in a layered slope, a failure
mechanism may go through several layers of vastly differ
ent strength so the length of the failure surface (a curve in
2D) in each layer may significantly affect the overall
resistance (i.e., the amount of energy dissipated in the
energy balance equation). Therefore, OptimalSlope calcu
lates the energy dissipated along the failure surface of each
candidate mechanism considered based on the actual
length of the failure curve present in each layer. This

Pitwall profiles
Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 present the final planar and
optimal pitwall profiles for pit sectors E2, SE1, SW1, and
W1, respectively. The FoS of all the pitwall profiles was
verified by performing a LEM analysis with the
Morgenstern–Price method, a rigorous LEM method
wherein all equations of equilibrium are imposed on all
slices. The analyses were done using the Slide2 slope
stability program (Rocscience, 2020). The critical failure
mechanisms identified by Slide2 and each associated FoS
are also reported in Figures 10–13 for both design types.
For the optimal pitwall profiles, given the importance of an
independent verification of their FoS, additional stability
analyses on the optimal slope profiles were run by an
explicit finite difference method with the shear strength
reduction technique (FDMSSR) employing FLAC/Slope
8.1 (ITASCA FLAC/Slope 8.1, 2021). Details of the
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Figure 10. Ultimate pit limit pitwalls for sector E2: (a) comparison between the pitwall profile for traditional design (planar pitwall is in blue) and the
optimal design (optimal pitwall is in red, the dots represent the xi, zi coordinates obtained as output from OptimalSlope): The hatched area in green
denotes the difference between the two profiles; (b) failure mechanism and FoS was determined by limit equilibrium method (LEM) analysis of Slide2
for the planar profile; (c) failure mechanism (black line) and Factor of Safety (FoS) were determined by the 2D LEM (Slide2), and shear strain rates
were determined by FDMSSR (FLAC/Slope) for the optimal profile; SRF: stress reduction factor

algorithm employed by FLAC to calculate the FoS are
provided in the FLAC manual. In each FLAC analysis,
c and tanΦ are decreased by dividing them by an increas
ing reduction factor until active slope failure is detected.
The FoS is found as the reduction factor at the verge of
slope collapse. Both associated and nonassociated with
zero dilation analyses obtained practically identical
FoS values. In all pit sectors, the FoS found by
Slide2 and FLAC/Slope was less than 3% from the
target value, set equal to the FoS of the planar pitwall.
Note that FDMSSR is an entirely different method of

slope-stability analysis from LEM and from LA (which
is employed by OptimalSlope), so the fact that the FoS
found by Slide2 and FLAC/Slope are so close to the
ones determined by OptimalSlope gives confidence to
geotechnical practitioners about the trustworthiness of
the FoS of the pitwall profiles determined by
OptimalSlope. In conclusion, the FoS values of the
pitwall profiles found by OptimalSlope were indepen
dently verified by two of the most popular geotechni
cal software packages employed for the stability
verification of open-pit mines, Slide2 and FLAC/
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a)
FoS = 1.191

FoS = 1.191

34.6°

q = 325kN/m2

158m

158m

q = 325kN/m2

38.6°

SRF = 1.23

b)

c)

Figure 11. Ultimate pit limit pitwalls for sector SE1: (a) comparison between the pitwall profile for traditional design (planar pitwall is in blue) and the
optimal design (optimal pitwall is in red, the dots represent the xi, zi coordinates obtained as output from OptimalSlope): The hatched area in
green denotes the difference between the two profiles; (b) failure mechanism and FoS were determined by limit equilibrium method (LEM) analysis of
Slide2 for the planar profile; (c) failure mechanism (black line) and Factor of Safety (FoS) were determined by the 2D LEM (Slide2), and shear strain
rates were determined by FDMSSR (FLAC/Slope) for the optimal profile; SRF: stress reduction factor

Slope, confirming that the pitwall profiles determined
by OptimalSlope are as safe as their planar
counterparts.
For pit sector S1, only a planar pit profile is presented
(Figure 14) since the bench-face inclination, minimum
berm width, and road width limit the maximum OSA of
the pitwall to 44.7 degrees, resulting in a FoS much higher
than the minimum acceptable value of 1.2. Since the OSA
of the profile is entirely dictated by the geometry of the

benches, this profile cannot be improved by OptimalSlope,
and the pitwall profile adopted in sector S1 for both types
of design is the same.
Figures 10a, 11a, 12a, and 13a provide a visual com
parison between the planar pitwall profile of a traditional
design, demarcated by blue lines, and the optimal pitwall
profile, demarcated by red lines. The optimal profiles are
consistently steeper than the planar ones. The hatched
areas in the figures indicate the difference in rock volume
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a)
FoS = 1.199

FoS = 1.214

207m

207m

40.1°
34.4°

SRF = 1.20
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c)

Figure 12. Ultimate pit limit pitwalls for sector SW1: (a) comparison between the pitwall profile for traditional design (planar pitwall is in blue) and the
optimal design (optimal pitwall is in red, the dots represent the xi, zi coordinates obtained as output from OptimalSlope): The hatched area in green
denotes the difference between the two profiles; (b) failure mechanism and Factor of Safety (FoS) were determined by limit equilibrium method (LEM)
analysis of Slide2 for the planar profile; (c) failure mechanism (black line) and FoS were determined by the 2D LEM (Slide2), and shear strain rates
were determined by FDMSSR (FLAC/Slope) for the optimal profile; SRF: stress reduction factor

excavated between the two pitwall designs: it is evident
that the optimal profiles are characterized by a significantly
lower amount of rock to be excavated.
In Figure 15, the 3D view of the UPLs computed with the
pit optimization process for the planar and optimal pitwall
profile are plotted. Depending on the resulting shape of the
UPL, sometimes a 3D stability analysis of the entire UPL is
carried out—for example, by Utili et al. (2021) and Agosti,

Utili, Valderrama, and Albornoz (2021)—to check for
instabilities stemming from noses and similar geometrical
shapes. However, in this case, the UPL is featured by
a single pit of a fairly regular overall bowl shape. Such
a concave shape gives rise to arching effects in the horizontal
plane that are well known to enhance stability (Hoek & Bray,
1977; Lorig & Varona, 2001); therefore, a 3D stability ana
lysis was deemed unnecessary.
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Figure 13. Ultimate pit limit pitwalls for sector W1: (a) comparison between the pitwall profile for traditional design (planar pitwall is in blue) and the
optimal design (optimal pitwall is in red, the dots represent the xi, zi coordinates obtained as output from OptimalSlope): The hatched area in green
denotes the difference between the two profiles; (b) failure mechanism and Factor of Safety (FoS) were determined by limit equilibrium method (LEM)
analysis of Slide2 for the planar profile; (c) failure mechanism (black line) and FoS were determined by the 2D LEM (Slide2), and shear strain rates
were determined by FDMSSR (FLAC/Slope) for the optimal profile; SRF: stress reduction factor

Key financial indicators
Table 6 provides the main output data for the two design
cases. The NPV for the design based on optimal pitwalls is
approximately 14 million USD higher than the NPV of the
design based on planar pitwalls. Therefore, adopting the
optimal profiles would lead to an increase in NPV of
52.7% because of a 3.5% decrease in waste rock volume,
from 66.9 million tonnes to 64.5 million tonnes, and a 3.2%
increase in the ore extracted, from 21.4 million tonnes to
22.1 million tonnes. This change in volume excavated
implies a reduction of the stripping ratio from 3.12 to 2.92.
Another metric measuring the financial viability of a mine is

the internal rate of return, computed from the yearly dis
counted cashflow. Adoption of the optimal profiles leads to
an internal rate of return of 20% compared with 16%
obtained from the design with planar pitwalls.

Production schedule
The pit-by-pit graph of the mine is shown in
Figure 16 for the traditional design based on planar
pitwalls (Figure 16a) and for the design based on
optimal pitwalls (Figure 16b). The vertical green lines
indicate the pitshells selected as pushbacks. In both
cases, the UPL has been selected as the pushback
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Figure 14. Ultimate pit limit pitwalls for sector S1: failure mechanism and Factor of Safety (FoS) were determined by limit equilibrium method analysis
of Slide2 for the profile

corresponding to the peak of the NPV curve. The fact
that the NPV curves exhibit a plateau implies that the
choice of UPL provides a robust NPV.
In Figure 17, the amount of tonnage is plotted against
the life of the mine in years. It can be seen that an almost
uniform amount of ore is to be processed year after year
for both designs. A constant production over time is
a highly desirable feature from a logistical point of view.

Environmental indicators
Recently, several methods have been proposed in the
literature to calculate the life cycle assessment for open
pit mines. Here, we have computed the energy required
to mine both ore body and waste rock together with the
associated carbon footprint for both design types
(design with planar pitwalls and with optimal pitwalls)
based on Pell et al. (2019). The approach uses equa
tions to translate properties of the block such as grade,
mass, load factor, and block distance to a reference
point on the surface to estimate the energy required
to produce one tonne of mined ore. The energy require
ment per tonne can be translated into carbon footprint
by using characterization factors and includes scope 1,
2, and 3 emissions associated with drilling, blasting,
extraction, loading, and hauling. In this scenario, the
background energy was assumed to be the electricity
production mix for the country where the mine is
located (Wernet et al., 2016). The results are provided
in Table 7.
It emerges that the adoption of optimal pitwalls leads to
reductions of carbon footprint and energy consumption of
0.0613 million tonnes CO2 eq and 31.3 million MJ, respec
tively, over the life of the mine. To provide some context,
a reduction of 0.0613 million tonnes CO2 eq is equivalent
to the carbon sequestered by 1 million tree seedlings

grown for 10 years and the greenhouse gas emissions
avoided by 13 wind turbines producing electricity for
one year (United States Environmental Protection
Agency, 2021). Both carbon footprint and energy-usage
savings are achieved by reducing waste rock excavation
by approximately 3.5% in volume (Table 6).

CONCLUSIONS
Plenty of literature indicates that the inclination of pitwalls
significantly influences the volume of rock waste extracted
from an open-pit mine. Therefore, any increase of pitwall
inclination that can be realized without increasing the risk of
slope instability leads to a better stripping ratio and in turn to
higher mine profitability and reduced carbon footprint and
energy use. Currently, mines are designed using overall pla
nar pitwalls, but looking at the actual geometry of open-pit
mines, it is clear that the assumption of planar pitwalls is
a simplification since pit cross-sections are anything but
planar due to the need to accommodate benches, step-outs,
and roads. Hence, it is entirely reasonable to consider
whether pitwalls of overall nonlinear shapes could be used
instead of planar ones. Recently, OptimalSlope software
(OptimalSlope, 2021) has been produced to find optimal
shapes for nonuniform slopes, that is, accepting any number
of layers as input and geomaterials whose strength is
described by either the M-C criterion or the G-H-B criterion.
In this paper, we employed the optimal pitwall profiles deter
mined by OptimalSlope to systematically maximize the OSA
of the pitwalls of a gold mine owned by Kinross. The strate
gic design of the mine was carried out with Datamine Studio
NPVS, first by adopting planar pitwalls and then by deter
mining the optimal pitwall profiles using OptimalSlope.
Another advantage of OptimalSlope is that it makes the
geotechnical pitwall design more integrated into pit optimi
zation, making it easier for the mining team to work
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Figure 15. Ultimate pit limit of (a) case of traditional design (b) case of optimal profile

Table 6. Pit optimization economic and metallurgical results
UPL output
Ore [tonnes]
Waste [tonnes]

Optimal pitwalls
22,104,813

Planar pitwalls
21,419,848

64,490,746

66,853,379

Stripping ratio [-]
NPV [USD]

2.92

3.12

39,761,671

26,045,669

alongside the geotechnical team to more quickly produce
a safe and efficient design for the UPL and pushbacks.
The adoption of geotechnically optimal profiles led to
a 52.7% higher NPV and decrease in the carbon

footprint and energy consumption of 0.0613 million
tonnes CO2 eq and 31.3 million MJ, respectively, due
to a 3.5% reduction of waste rock volume. The stability
of all the pitwall cross-sections determined by
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Figure 16. Pit-by-pit graph showing net present value (NPV), without the initial capital cost, in USD (left vertical axis) and tonnage of mined ore and
waste rock (right vertical axis) plotted against nested pitshell number. The revenue factor for each pitshell is reported in parenthesis as a percentage: (a)
traditional mine design and (b) design based on optimal pitwall profiles. The vertical green lines show the pitshell selected as pushbacks

Table 7. Energy consumption and carbon footprint for the two design options considered
Energy [MJ]
Carbon footprint [Mtonne CO2 eq]

Design based on optimal pitwalls
1.986 x 109

Design based on planar pitwalls
2.018 x 109

Difference: optimal − planar
–3.13 x 107

4.103

4.164

−0.0613

OptimalSlope was independently checked by two of the
most popular geotechnical software packages—namely,
Rocscience Slide2 to perform LEM analyses by the
Morgenstern-Price method and ITASCA FLAC/Slope
to perform FDMSSR (see Pitwall profiles section). The
FoS values determined by Slide2 and FLAC/Slope

turned out to be in very close agreement with those
determined by OptimalSlope.
The case study considered here is of a relatively small
pit in a complex geology of predominantly weak rocks.
OptimalSlope has been employed in two other case studies
of metalliferous mines and also led to substantial increases
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Figure 17. Ore (orange) and rock waste (gray) tonnage (left vertical axis) and stripping ratio (SR; right vertical axis) plotted against time in years for (a)
traditional mine design and (b) design based on optimal pitwall profiles

in NPV and carbon footprint reductions (Agosti et al.,
2021; Utili et al., 2021). We know that the deeper the pit,
the more significant the impact of pitwall steepness on the
economics of the mine. Therefore, we expect the financial
and environmental gains that can be obtained for large and
deep pits to be even higher. Finally, irrespective of the size
of the open-pit mine, because a planar slope is a particular
case of a curved slope (obtained by setting the radius of
curvature to infinity along the entire slope), there is

a theoretical argument to suggest that adopting a planar
slope is a suboptimal choice for most rock and soil types
apart from the case of frictional (zero cohesion) soils.
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